In the metric formulation gravitons are described with the parity symmetric S 2 + ⊗ S 2 − representation of Lorentz group. General Relativity is then the unique theory of interacting gravitons with second order field equations. We show that if a chiral S 3 + ⊗ S − representation is used instead, the uniqueness is lost, and there is an infinite-parametric family of theories of interacting gravitons with second order field equations. We use the language of graviton scattering amplitudes, and show how the uniqueness of GR is avoided using simple dimensional analysis. The resulting distinct from GR gravity theories are all parity asymmetric, but share the GR MHV amplitudes. They have new all same helicity graviton scattering amplitudes at every graviton order. The amplitudes with at least one graviton of opposite helicity continue to be determinable by the BCFW recursion.
Introduction
The statement of GR uniqueness is that General Relativity is the only theory of interacting massless spin two particles without higher derivatives in field equations. Its existing proofs make a seemingly innocuous assumption that the graviton is described by a symmetric rank two tensor. This assumption, together with the requirement that there are not higher than second derivatives in the field equations, allows one to either completely fix the form of the Lagrangian (modulo field redefinitions and total divergences), or fix the form of the simplest tree-level graviton scattering amplitudes, with everything else being determined by unitarity, see below.
The purpose of this paper is to show that the above GR uniqueness statement rests crucially on the assumption that the graviton is described by the metric. Thus, we show that, if one allows oneself to use a different representation of the Lorentz group to describe gravitons, there is not a single, but an infinite-parameter family of theories of interacting massless spin two particles without higher derivatives in field equations.
In fact, these distinct from GR theories of interacting gravitons (in 4 space-time dimensions) have been around for quite some time, with the first reference mentioning their possibility being [1] . Bengtsson [2] was the first to point out that there is an infinite-parameter family of such theories, dubbing them "neighbours of GR". They were later rediscovered [3] and extensively studied by the present author. Hamiltonian analysis of these theories [4] shows that they continue to propagate just two polarisations of the graviton. Thus, they can be continuously deformed back to GR by setting to zero the new coupling constants. In this sense these theories can be referred to as deformations of General Relativity.
Unfortunately, the existing literature on this subject is not easy to penetrate without some background in "self-dual" variables. In particular, there is no simple description of what these theories are in the metric language. This explains why the existence of these distinct from GR theories of interacting gravitons has been mostly ignored by the theoretical physics community.
The purpose of this article is to explain how the uniqueness of GR is avoided in as simple terms as possible. To this end we shall employ the language used by one of the most convincing proofs of GR uniqueness -the language of spinor helicity and scattering amplitudes. Thus, there is by now a widely known argument fixing the form of the 3-graviton amplitudes from their transformation properties under the little group. Simple dimensional analysis then shows that only the + + − and − − + amplitudes can come from a vertex without higher derivatives, while the + + + and − − − amplitudes must be zero if no higher derivatives is allowed. We will show that the choice of a different representation of the Lorentz group to describe gravitons changes the dimensional count, and that it becomes possible to have the + + + amplitude (or − − − but not both) without higher derivatives in field equations. Further, it turns out to be possible to have new all plus amplitudes (and thus new couplings) at every graviton order, the result being an infinite-parametric family of theories of interacting gravitons without higher derivatives in field equations.
Our arguments are as simple and as general as those used in the amplitude-based proof of GR uniqueness. We thus hope that the arguments below establish the existence of distinct from GR parity-violating theories of interacting gravitons beyond any doubt.
We start by reviewing in Section 2 the amplitude-based proof of GR uniqueness. This Section also sets our notations. Section 3 explains how gravitons can be described by a different representation of the Lorentz group, and then performs the dimensional analysis that leads to the conclusion of possibility of having the + + + amplitudes. In Section 4 we show how more complicated graviton amplitudes may be constructed from factorisation, similarly to what happens in the case of GR. Finally, in Section 5 we show how the BCFW recursion may still be used to determine large classes of amplitudes. We conclude with a discussion.
2 Amplitude-based proof of GR uniqueness
Spinors and helicity
The material described here is standard, see e.g. subsection 1.2 of [5] for a nice discussion.
A (future oriented) null vector in 4 space-time dimensions can be represented as a product of two spinors k µ ≡ k AA ′ = k A k A ′ . Here A, A ′ are the unprimed and primed spinor indices. The subgroup of the Lorentz group fixing k µ (the little group) is isomorphic to the group of isometries of the Euclidean 2-plane. This contains SO(2) ∼ U(1) that acts on spinors k A , k A ′ by multiplying
It is convenient to complexity everything and allow k A ′ to be not necessarily related to k A by the complex conjugation. Then U(1) gets complexified into C * , the group of multiplication by a complex number different from zero,
States of given helicity are those transforming in a particular way under the transformations from C * . In the metric formalism one describes gravitons using symmetric rank two tensors h µν . In the spinor language these translate into h ABA ′ B ′ , which is symmetric in pairs AB and A ′ B ′ , as well as the trace part. The physical gravitons are described by h ABA ′ B ′ . As is well known, using the gauge freedom of gravity (diffeomorphisms) the two physical polarisations of the graviton can be described by the following helicity spinors
where q A , q A ′ are two reference spinors (usually not chosen to be related by complex conjugation), and λ µ := λ A µ A , [λ µ] := λ A ′ µ A ′ are the spinor contractions. The spinors k A , k A ′ in each helicity spinor are the momentum spinors of the corresponding particle. Note that under the little group ǫ ± → t ±4 ǫ ± , which corresponds to helicities ±2.
3-graviton amplitudes
The 3-graviton amplitudes are uniquely fixed by their transformation properties under the little group. Indeed, given a triple k 1,2,3 of null k 2 i = 0 vectors satisfying momentum conservation k 1 +k 2 +k 3 = 0, it is easy to show that there are just two possible ways in which such a configuration can be represented by spinors: (i) either all unprimed spinors are multiples of each other, so that all angle bracket contractions vanish or (ii) all primed spinors are multiples of each other so that all square bracket contractions vanish.
Let us assume that we are dealing with a configuration in which all square bracket contractions vanish. Then a 3-graviton amplitude, being Lorentz invariant, must be a function of the angle bracket contractions 1 2 , 1 3 , 2 3 , where we use the notation (
Then the fact that the amplitude must transform correctly under the individual little group transformations 1 A → t 1 1 A , 2 A → t 2 2 A , 3 A → t 3 3 A implies that the amplitudes are multiples of the following expressions from an interaction term in the Lagrangian with just two derivatives. Such a Lagrangian would lead to second order in derivatives field equations, which is acceptable of a physical theory. So, we conclude that the first of the amplitudes in (4) is acceptable. Of course, it is this amplitude that arises in GR.
Let us now analyse the second of the amplitudes in (4). The same type of dimension counting argument shows that it can only come from a cubic interaction term with as many as 6 derivatives
Such an interaction term would clearly lead to field equations with higher derivatives. This is known to lead to instabilities, and so we must discard the + + + amplitude in (4) as being impossible in a theory of interacting gravitons with not higher than second order field equations. Of course, such an amplitude may be non-zero in some healthy theory that contains (6) as a part of its low-energy effective metric Lagrangian. But (6) leading to higher derivatives is not possible in a fundamental theory, i.e. a theory which one trusts non-linearly and not just in perturbation theory. This is why in our fundamental theory of gravity the + + + amplitude must be zero. A similar argument shows that the amplitudes that we discarded as unphysical in the previous subsection, e.g. the + − − amplitude M 3 p 2 3 −6 1 2 2 1 3 2 , cannot come from any local cubic interaction vertex, and so are of no physical interest.
All in all, with the assumption that gravitons are described by the metric so that the helicity states are given by (1) , and the requirement of not higher than second order field equations, we conclude that only the following two 3-graviton amplitudes may be non-zero
Here the couplings in front may in principle be different, but if we in addition assume parity invariance we get the above expressions.
Having fixed the form of the 3-graviton amplitudes, one can show that higher tree-level amplitudes are determined by unitarily (factorisation). Below we will see how this works for the 4-graviton amplitudes. This completes the construction of the tree-level theory of interacting gravitons. Once again, we remind the reader that the only assumptions that entered into the argument was that the gravitons are described by the metric, hence (1) form of the helicity spinors, and that there must not be higher than second derivatives in the field equations.
3 Chiral description of gravitons and a new cubic vertex
Representations of Lorentz group
It is time to question our assumption that the gravitons must be described by a symmetric rank two tensor. We can justify this assumption by our desire to describe spin 2 particles. In the spinor language the object h ABA ′ B ′ has 4 spinor indices, and is thus indeed spin 2, each spinor index contributing spin one half. So, this object is definitely capable of describing spin 2 particles, as we already know. We can also justify the use of h µν by recourse to Einstein who taught us that gravity is geometry.
However, there are other objects with 4 spinor indices, e.g. an object of the type a ABCA ′ or a completely chiral object ψ ABCD . They are both spin 2, so could they be used to describe gravitons? And as for the recourse to Einstein, it can be objected that gravity is indeed geometry, but there is more to geometry than metric geometry.
The real reason why we use h µν to describe gravity is because there are real objects of the type h ABA ′ B ′ . Indeed, in Minkowski signature the operation of complex conjugation interchanges the primed and unprimed spinors. Thus, there are objects of the type h ABA ′ B ′ that go into themselves under the complex conjugation. These are real metrics.
However, one of the most useful operations in theoretical physics is to allow real quantities to become complex. We have already done such an analytic continuation to when we considered the 3-graviton amplitudes above, as these required analytic continuation to complex momenta to be nonvanishing. So, why don't we try to use intrinsically complex objects such as a ABCA ′ or ψ ABCD to describe gravitons? In fact, it is precisely the object ψ ABCD that is used to describe gravitons of one of the helicities in the non-linear graviton construction [6] of Penrose. So, we know that it is possible to work with objects other than the metric, and in particular with complex objects. Of course, at some point we will need to understand what "real" gravitons correspond to, i.e. how reality conditions can be imposed. But we can postpone this question till we see if the game is worth playing.
So, the idea is to change the representation of the Lorentz group used to describe gravitons, and instead of a parity-even representation S 2 + ⊗ S 2 − , try to use asymmetric representations S 3 + ⊗ S − . Here S k ± stand for the symmetric tensor product of the corresponding spinor representations, with dim(S k ± ) = k + 1. The other possibility, namely S 4 + seems to be well-suited for describing gravitons of just a single helicity, but not both. So, we will not consider it in any details in this paper, see, however, some further comments in the last section.
Chiral gravitons
Our starting point will be that it is possible to describe gravitons (of both helicities) by a field a ABCA ′ ∈ S 3 + ⊗ S − . We do not need to state the corresponding field equation here, as we did not start with the linearised Einstein equations when we treated the metric case. It suffices to know that such description of gravitons is possible. A very explicit discussion, including a treatment of the reality conditions and the mode decomposition can be found in [7] . A description of the associated complex of differential operators can be found in [8] . But the only thing that we need the reader to accept for purposes of this paper is that it is possible to use the representation S 3 + ⊗ S − to describe gravitons. The next thing that we need is an expression for the helicity spinors. Again, these can be derived from a careful Hamiltonian analysis of what the physical states are. Such a derivation is presented in [9] . But the only thing we need for purposes of this paper is the final expression. It is build in exact analogy to what the helicity spinors are in the metric case, so it could have been guessed even prior to any analysis
The choice of the spinor numerators is more or less dictated by the analogy with the metric case. The numerators are chosen so that the helicity spinors are homogeneity degree zero functions of the reference spinors q A , q A ′ . Note also that the scaling properties of the helicity spinors are as required. However, and this is the central point, because we are now using a chiral representation of the Lorentz group the mass dimensions of the arising spinors are different from zero, as in the metric case. This has to be corrected by an introduction of dimensionful parameters M, 1/M in (8) . It is the appearance of these parameters that will change the dimension count and will allow for more interactions to be possible. Because of the central role played by the factors of M, 1/M we need to discuss the appearance of the scale M further. Here we have seen the necessity of M just from a dimensional point of view, to get the right dimensionless helicity spinors. The need for the factors, as well as the fact that it is the same scale that appears in both expressions, can also be understood by analysing the reality conditions for the gravitons in the S 3 + ⊗ S − description. The basis idea of this reality conditions is that, while the complex conjugate object (a * ) A ′ B ′ C ′ A ∈ S 3 − ⊗ S + cannot be equated to the original object in S 3 + ⊗ S − , it is possible to apply to a ABCA ′ the Dirac operator twice, and obtain an object in S 3 + ⊗ S − . Indeed, recall that the Dirac operator acts by flipping a spinor into a spinor of opposite helicity ∂ / : S + → S − . Thus, we get ∂ / 2 a ∈ S 3 − ⊗ S + , and therefore we can equate 1
It turns out that these are the correct reality conditions to be used, in the sense that the in particular guarantee that the metric constructed as h = (1/M )∂ /a is real. Once the reality conditions are imposed one derives (8) as the correct expressions for the spinor helicities. We refer the reader to [7] for more details. The final point is about the meaning of the scale M . We see that it is only possible to describe gravitons using a ∈ S 3 + ⊗S − if one introduces a scale M . This scale turns out to be related to the radius of curvature of the background. In other words, this description of gravitons is only possible on spaces of non-zero scalar curvature, e.g. AdS 4 or dS 4 , with M being related to the cosmological constant M 2 = ±Λ/3. Thus, the scale M is just the inverse of the radius of curvature of the background on which we describe gravitons, and the S 3 + ⊗ S − only works for Λ = 0. Our final remark in this subsection is about the meaning of the helicity spinors (and Fourier transform and null momentum vectors) on a constant curvature space. This can be explained by making an assumption that we are interested in gravitons with energies much larger than M . For these gravitons we can certainly neglect the effects of living on a non-flat space, and this justifies the usage of the Fourier transform. We cannot, however, completely forget about the scale M because it is necessary for dimensional reasons. So, some of the formulas below, while pertaining to sufficiently energetic gravitons living in effective flat space, will contain factors of M . For a further justification of such rules the reader is directed to [9] .
Dimensional analysis
Having expressions (8) for the helicity spinors in our hands, we can repeat the same dimensional analysis as was done in the case of the metric gravity, and determine which amplitudes can come from a Lagrangian without higher derivatives. The central point here is that because of the presence of dimensionful factors in (8) the dimensional count changes completely, and was not possible in the case of metric gravity becomes possible here.
Let us first consider the − − + amplitude given by
To get this amplitude we must take some cubic interaction term in the Lagrangian and replace in it the 3 occurrences of a by two negative helicity spinors and one positive. The resulting factors of M are M 2 (1/M ) = M . This means that there must be a factor of 1/M in the cubic interaction term so that the result is as desired. All in all, we see that this amplitude is produced by a cubic interaction of the type
Importantly, we need one more derivative in this cubic vertex as compared to the metric case, because we need an additional factor of 1/M to cancel what comes from the helicity states. Note that in spite of the presence of an additional derivative here, this cubic interaction does not lead to higher order field equations. It simply leads to non-linearity in the first derivative. So, this is an acceptable interaction.
Let us now analyse the all plus amplitude M +++ = αM −5 p 1 2 2 1 3 2 2 3 2 . We should get this amplitude for a cubic interaction term in the Lagrangian by replacing 3 occurrences of a by 3 positive helicity spinors. This gives a factor of 1/M 3 that should not appear in the final answer, and thus has to be cancelled by a factor of M 3 in the interaction. Thus, we see that the Lagrangian that would produce this amplitude is
which is, apart from a different pre factor, schematically the same as (10)! Unlike in the metric case, where to get this amplitude one requires an interaction with as many as 6 derivatives, in the S 3 + ⊗ S − description we need exactly the same number of derivatives as in the interaction that leads to the usual − − + amplitude. It is clear that this happens because of the presence of factors of M in the helicity spinors. We note that of course the index contractions in (10) and (11) may be different, but what matters for our discussion here is just the total number of derivatives, and in this respect both interactions behave in the same way.
The conclusion now is that there is no reason why the amplitude M +++ must be set to zero, as it is in absolutely no conflict with the desired second order nature of the field equations. So, as claimed in the Introduction, in the S 3 + ⊗ S − description it is possible to add a new cubic interaction (and a new coupling) that leads to the non-zero M +++ amplitude. This interaction is of schematically the same form as the interaction (10) that leads to the amplitudes familiar from GR.
It remains to consider the other two helicity configurations. Let us start with − − − which is
We would like to get this amplitude by replacing 3 copies of a in the cubic vertex with 3 copies of ǫ − , each carrying a factor of M . Thus, there must be a factor of M −3 in the vertex. It is immediately clear that there must be as many as 9 derivatives in such a vertex, which is too many to have second order field equations. So, we cannot have a non-zero M −−− amplitude. Therefore, if we insist on parity-invariance, then we should also set to zero the all plus amplitude. But in the absence of such a requirement, we learn that the + + + amplitude is possible while − − − is not.
The analysis for the helicity configuration − + + is a bit more tricky, because it appears that there is now a factor of 1/M that comes from the helicity spinors that must be cancelled by a factor of M in the vertex. Thus, it would seem that the required interaction is of the form
which is of the Yang-Mills type. This is essentially correct, with the only subtlety being that the vertex (10) also gives a contribution to the same amplitude. This comes from the fact that the positive helicity gravitons should be kept slightly massive (with a mass of M 2 ), and the mass is to be set to zero only at the end of the calculation. See [9] for a discussion on this rule, as well as the determination of the − + + amplitude. All in all, we learn that in the S 3 + ⊗ S − formalism it is possible to have the usual − + + and − − + amplitudes, as well as the new amplitude + + + that was previously impossible in the metric formalism. The amplitude − − − continues to be forbidden.
4-graviton amplitudes from factorisation
In GR the higher tree-level amplitudes can be determined from the requirement that they factorise correctly on their physical singularities. For the 4-graviton amplitude the first argument of this type seems to be that in paper [10] . The more modern version of the same argument uses spinor helicity, see e.g. the talk [11] . Unfortunately, we don't known of a reference where this would be spelled out. A recent paper [12] attempts to run the same construction for higher numbers of scattering particles.
While some of the amplitudes are unchanged from what they are in GR, we need to check what is modified and what is not in our theories, so we will work out all amplitudes. We will see that the −−−− and −−−+ amplitudes continue to be zero as in GR, the MHV amplitude −−++ is unchanged from what it is in GR, while there are now non-vanishing − + ++ and + + ++ amplitudes. Moreover, in the case of the + + ++ amplitude, apart from a contribution that is fixed by the factorisation, one can add a new non-singular in s, t, u variables amplitude with a new coupling constant, and this amplitude arises from an interaction that does not lead to higher derivatives.
The − − −− and − − −+ amplitudes
It is not hard to see that these must continue to be zero as in GR. Indeed, by factorisation, in the limit when e.g. k 12 = k 1 + k 2 becomes null s = k 1 · k 2 → 0, the amplitude must behave as 1/s times the product of two 3-graviton on-shell amplitudes. This can either be a helicity assignment on the internal line as shown in figure below
or an opposite assignment where the 12i vertex, i being the internal momentum, is − − + and the 34i vertex is − − −. For either of these, the − − − amplitude is equal to zero, hence there cannot be a contribution to − − −− amplitude that has singularities in the s, t, u variables. Of course, it is always possible to have non-singular contributions, but it is an easy dimension count exercise to see that these cannot result from any vertex without higher derivatives. The − − −+ amplitude is more subtle, as it now seems to be possible to have a helicity assignment on the internal line that does not obviously lead to a zero answer
This must behave as 1/s times the product of two amplitudes each of which appears to be non-zero. But note that only the amplitudes − − + that are present in GR appear here. We then know that − − −+ amplitude continues to be zero in GR, and so we don't need to analyse this case further.
The − − ++ amplitude
This is the only 2-2 graviton amplitude that is non-zero in GR. The only contribution to the s-channel singularity is
The other assignment of helicities on the internal line is not possible because there is no − − − amplitude. So, we see that the contribution from this channel is unchanged from what it is in GR. Let us work out what this s → 0 behaviour must be. We have the product of two − − + and − + + amplitudes
We can remove all occurrences of i, i ′ from this formula using the momentum conservation 11 ′ + 22 ′ = ii ′ = 33 ′ + 44 ′ . From this we get 3 i 
where t = 2 3 [2 3].
Let us now consider the t-channel singularity. The possible helicity assignments on the internal line are ii ′
2− 3+
1− 4+ + − and the opposite assignment. However, because in the on-shell cubic vertex it is either angle bracket or square bracket contractions that are non-zero, we see that only one of these two possible assignments gives a non-zero result. Let us assume that this is the assignment shown. It gives the following t → 0 behaviour of the amplitude 4]. Thus, the t-channel behaviour is
where we have used momentum conservation in the form
The analysis of the u = 1 3 [1 3] behaviour is similar. We can summarise the results by saying that the amplitude has the following form
where the function F (s, t, u) has the following behaviour near its singularities
The only such function is
which gives the known correct answer for this amplitude.
The − + ++ amplitude
The singularities of this amplitude have two possible contributions. In one of them, there are only those helicity assignments that lead to the product of two + + − amplitudes present in GR. These cannot give rise to any non-zero answer, and so don't need to be analysed. Thus, the only possible contribution to e.g. the s-channel is 
The pattern is thus clear: Once again we get that the amplitude behaves as
where F (s, t, u) is the function with the same singular behaviour as in the − − ++ case. It is thus the same function (19).
The + + ++ amplitude
Each channel in this case has two possible helicity assignments on the internal line: The assignment shown in the figure
as well as the opposite assignment. For the assignment shown the singular behaviour must be
We now use the momentum conservation to replace 3
where in the final expression we wrote the answer in a suggestive form. The opposite assignment of helicities in the same channel gives
Using the momentum conservation 1
2 this reduces to the same expression (24). This means that the total contribution from the s-channel is a multiple of (24). In this paper we do not keep track of numerical factors, and so we simply take (24) as the s-channel behaviour.
Similarly, the t-channel gives
where we used the momentum conservation to get the last expression. Overall, we see that the part of the amplitude that is determined by the factorisation is given by
where again the same function (19) makes appearance.
The non-singular part of the + + ++ amplitude
It is easy to see that in addition to (27) there can also be an s, t, u-non-singular contribution to the all plus amplitude. Indeed, we can add
where β is a new coupling constant. The expression in brackets is completely symmetric, and has the right little group transformation properties. It has no singularities as s, t, u → 0, and so it cannot be determined from the factorisation. Usually this possible contribution to the amplitude is discarded because it can only come from an interaction that leads to higher derivatives. However, with our helicity spinors the required interaction is of the form
and is allowed. We see that this is just the beginning of a general pattern that at each graviton order there is a new possible all plus amplitude, with a new coupling constants (or several new coupling constants). All this is possible with keeping just second derivative nature of the field equations of the theory.
Higher amplitudes and BCFW recursion
In principle, it should be possible to compute also the higher graviton number amplitudes using factorisation, see e.g. [12] for an attempt in this direction. However, in practice, usage of the BCFW recursion relation is much more powerful. In this section we explain that some amplitudes continue to be computable using the BCFW recursion even for our infinite-parametric class of theories.
The − + ++ amplitude via BCFW
Among the already encountered amplitudes, the MHV amplitude − − ++ is the same as in GR, and is thus clearly computable using the BCFW recursion. The new + + + 3-graviton amplitude cannot contribute to this recursion because it would need to be taken together with − − − that is zero. This is the BCFW explanation why the amplitude is unchanged from its GR value. To see if we can apply BCFW to other amplitudes, let us rewrite the − + ++ amplitude replacing F (s, t, u) by its expression in terms of spinor contractions
Written in this way, the leg 4 is made special. However, using the momentum conservation it is easy to see that the amplitude is in fact symmetric in legs 2, 3, 4.
Let us now consider the following BCFW shift
It is clear that only the angle brackets in the denominator are sensitive to the shift. Thus, under this shift the − + ++ amplitude behaves as 1/z 2 . This is the familiar from GR behaviour. Because the amplitude tends to zero as z → ∞, we can determine it using the BCFW. Let us see how this works. There are only two contributing diagrams
and the same diagram with 1 first connecting to 3. For the diagram shown the on-shell momentum on the internal line is
where z p = 1 2 / 2 4 . The contribution to the amplitude from this BCFW pole is thus given by 
which is precisely (30).
Higher amplitudes with at least one minus
We thus see that both − − ++ and − + ++ amplitudes can be determined using the BCFW recursion.
In the latter case, the particular shift that works is for the unprimed spinor of the negative helicity graviton, and the primed spinor of one of the positive helicity gravitons. Note that, unlike with GR amplitudes, we cannot shift the − + ++ amplitude on a pair of positive helicity legs, e.g. 2 and 3. Indeed, under this shift the amplitude goes as z 2 as z → ∞, which makes this shift useless from the point of view of determining the amplitude. So, we see that, as far as the − − ++ and − + ++ amplitudes are concerned, the only shift that works for both of them it is shift on a negative-positive helicity pair. We now give a general argument of the type described in [13] to show that any amplitude with at least one negative helicity graviton is determinable by the BCFW recursion. The shift that is to be performed is to shift the unprimed spinor of the negative helicity leg, and a primed spinor of one of the positive helicity gravitons.
The only property that our argument will require is that the background field expansion of the action generates a kinetic term for the perturbation with at most two derivatives. This directly follows from the second derivative nature of the field equations for our class of theories, but can also be verified explicitly, see e.g. the related discussion in [14] .
The 1/z 2 behaviour of the amplitudes then follows from a simple counting. Indeed, under the shift described the helicity spinors of the two shifted gravitons behave as follows
In both cases the z-dependence comes from the denominators containing the factors q k 3 and [k q]. We can now estimate the z-behaviour of the shifted amplitude by considering a propagating of a very energetic graviton on a background of soft gravitons. We are interested in the amplitude for the hard graviton not to change its helicity. This can be computed from the quadratic part of the linearisation of the action of the theory on the background of soft gravitons. We are then to project this linearised action onto the helicity states of the hard graviton. Given the fact that there is a factor of 1/z 4 coming from the helicity states, and the fact that there are just two derivatives in the linearised Lagrangian that can produce at most a factor of z 2 , we see that the shifted amplitudes can go at most as 1/z 2 as z → ∞.
Thus, we see that the shift on a −+ pair is always applicable for our class of theories, and amplitudes that have at least one minus can be obtained from the associated BCFW recursion relation. This is like in GR, except that now we have more possible basic amplitudes that can contribute to the recursion, as we have seen in the above example of the − + ++ amplitude, where the + + + amplitude played role.
The fact that BCFW is still applicable allows for a useful observation: All MHV amplitudes are unchanged from their GR values. By an MHV amplitude we mean an amplitude with just two plus helicity gravitons. This statement is easily proven by induction. Indeed, we know that the − − ++ amplitude is what it is in GR, as are the − − −− and − − −+ plus amplitudes that continue to be zero as in GR. Then the fact that the all minus amplitude for any number of gravitons must be zero can be seen to follow e.g. from factorisation, as such an amplitude would necessarily use a lower order all minus amplitude. The fact that all minus one plus amplitude equals to zero follows from the BCFW by induction. We can then use these facts to determine the all minus two plus MHV amplitudes by recursion. Let us assume that an n-graviton MHV amplitude is the same as in GR. Then the BCFW contributions to the n + 1 MHV amplitude are all of the type n-th order MHV amplitude times a − − + amplitude. These are the same as in GR, and so the (n + 1)-th MHV amplitude is the same as in GR.
Another remarks is that, as we noted above, unlike in GR, we can no longer continue on other helicity pairs. Indeed, for the − + ++ amplitude the ++ pair shift did not lead to a vanishing at large z behaviour. It is possible that the −− pair shift still works for our theories, but this is not of much help because it cannot be used to determine the new mostly plus amplitudes that are non-zero for our theories. Thus, the most powerful shift is that for a −+ pair, as it can be used to determine the amplitudes with at least one minus in them.
Let us see how the program of determining the graviton amplitudes using the BCFW can work in practice. We know that at graviton order n we can determine all amplitudes with at least one minus. For this we will need to have all amplitudes at order n − 1, including the all plus amplitude at order n − 1. However, we know that this amplitude cannot be determined using the BCFW recursion, at least not for the simple shift on a pair of gravitons as considered so far. So, to determine higher amplitudes we will need some way of also determining the all plus amplitudes.
Higher all plus amplitudes
For the all plus amplitudes we know that at every graviton order there are new amplitudes that can be added, with new coupling constants. This can be done without increasing the order of field equations, as the required vertex in the Lagrangian is of the form
This part of the order n all plus amplitude is new, and is just added to recursion process at every next order. However, there is also a contribution to the all plus amplitude that comes from lower amplitudes, as we have seen in the above ++++ example, where we determined such a contribution from factorisation. It is clear that these contributions cannot be obtained from the simple BCFW shift on a pair of gravitons. Indeed, the + + ++ amplitude (27) with the function F (s, t, u) replaced with spinor contractions reads 
Performing the BCFW shift on any pair, e.g. 24, gives that the amplitude behaves as z 2 for large z, making the BCFW recursion inapplicable.
the − + + and + + + amplitudes in the S 4 + description. Both come from the vertex ψ 3 without any derivatives. Since it is not possible to describe the − − + amplitude present in GR, the S 4 + description does not seem to be worth developing, at least not as a way to describe full General Relativity.
Let us also mention that the deformations of the type described here for the case of gravity can also be considered for the usual Yang-Mills theory. The new interactions one would add in this case are non-renormalisable, but do not lead to higher derivatives in field equations. These deformations of Yang-Mills theory will be described in a forthcoming publication.
Our final set of remarks is on why the described here family of parity asymmetric gravity theories may be interesting. First, they provide an interesting class of modified gravity theories that continue to propagate just two degrees of freedom, as in GR. They can be studied as classical theories of gravity in their own right, and exhibit some intriguing properties such as e.g. singularity resolution inside the black holes [22] .
However, the author's interest to these theories comes mainly from their possible quantum gravity applications. Thus, it appears more and more likely that this whole family of gravity theories behaves at one-loop as General Relativity does -they are one-loop renormalisable. There is not yet a definite proof of this, but some explicit calculations for an arbitrary member of this family of theories suggests that all one-loop divergences are removable by either field redefinitions or by renormalisation of the field and the coupling constants. This means that as one changes the energy the infinite number of coupling constants flows. It is in principle possible to determine the arising one-loop RG flow, and work on this is in progress. It would be very interesting to study this flow, and in particular determine its fixed points. This may lead to progress on the elusive problem of UV completion of quantum gravity.
